“With this consumer’s high expectation of pop up stores in mind, pop up stores will become more pervasive in the retail world by compelling other retail format to have more pop-up elements. Consumer’s pursuit of novelty and connecting with brands emotionally has pushed the retail market to become storytellers than mere capitalist.”

– Roger Shi, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

- Social media can be effective with some subtlety
- Families with kids should be main target segment
- Lower tier cities’ pursuit of authenticity is more than just price

Pop-up stores have gradually become established marketing and sales tools as their popularity among consumers is reasonably high. Like any other developing retail format, pop-up stores can target specific segments precisely. Families with kids and consumers in lower tier cities will become the next two strategic consumer bases for pop-up events to become more commercially effective. The elements of pop-up, such as novelty and entertainment, will also become important attributes of next-generation retail.
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The Consumer – What You Need to Know

Pop-up stores can be sales driven
Social media is not that effective
Consumers are getting sophisticated and in need of entertainment
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Pop-up stores are a rather established marketing tool
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Social media remains most desirable for broadcasting pop-up events
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- Pop-up stores can be both innovative and trustworthy
- Social media marketing might not be as effective as TV commercials
- KOLs and pop-up stores are better together to achieve relevance with target consumers

Drivers to Visit Pop-up Stores

- Price and convenience are still top impetuses for pop-up visitors
- Exclusive or conceptual product is a must have for pop-up stores
- Celebrity and good design are good tools to build brand identity appealing to younger consumers
- Young consumers in lower tier cities are value driven but convenience driven in tier one
- Luxury brands can keep strategy coherent across city tiers
- Non-visitors of pop-up stores might not prefer offline shopping at all

Consumer Attitude and Behaviours

- Pop-up stores are now a cultural and entertainment destination
- Products are reflection of brand’s identity
- Pop-up store are important to find active customers
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